Presentation Draft

Similarly to the proposal draft assignment, this deliverable is primarily meant to get you started on your presentation sooner rather than later. Also like the draft, start by focusing on your content rather than length. Determine and supply the visuals that best convey your message first; we will edit for timing later.

Unlike the proposal draft, it won’t quite work well to aim for just 60% of the full presentation. The presentation draft should be presentable from beginning to end. The “60%” here should be viewed as “60% finalized”—i.e., there’s something for every major portion of the presentation, but that something may still see more work being done to it in before the end of the semester.

Because this assignment will be used on the class day for this week (for those who go first), it is due on Sunday of this week instead of the usual Wednesday. Due time remains at 11:59:59.999 pm.

Rough Draft Volunteers

One week before the draft due date (also the Sunday of that week), an “early bird” option is available for those who are able to get a jump on the assignment. The reward for this extraordinary act of time management is a week-early, more in-depth review of your proposal visuals, to be done in class. Please let me know if you will be able to make this earlier date.